
Make the most of your 
changing room

Electronic Changing 
Room lockers
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Smart electronic locker 
room lockers

Ubilock is a smart and dynamic locker system with a lot 
of functions and possibilities, which make managing and 
using the lockers simple and safe. The lockers can be set up 
for both regular users and changing users, depending on 
whether this is a public changing room (gym) or a company 
changing room where everyone has their own personal 
locker.

The (facility) manager can add users in the management 
software, give rights and schedule cleaning, either at a 
central terminal or by logging into the online platform. The 
administrator can also view the locker history, open lockers 
and block lockers via a master badge from the central 
screen. The administrator can also do the latter by logging 
into the management system on a PC, tablet or smartphone.

Operate lockers the 
way you want

Depending on the location, the lockers can be opened 
through various authentication options. For example, gyms 
often choose to give users access to the lockers via a self-
invented pin code, while companies often choose to let 
their employees operate the lockers via a staff card, tag, QR 
code or badge.

Our locker system can link to an existing workforce, this 
data can be easily integrated. Examples are HR systems, 
access control systems and Active directory.
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Safely store personal 
belongings

Lockers entirely according 
to your wishes

Smart electronic lockers are an integral part of modern 

dressing rooms. Users can use a locker via an authentication 

of their choice (Badge, tag, pin code, RF-ID card, QR code, 

barcode or smartphone app).

In addition to our own locker software, we also supply 

standard lockers and custom lockers, which we can 

produce entirely according to your wishes. Each dressing 

room has its own design and appearance and this includes 

lockers that fit in perfectly. Steel, wooden or plastic lockers 

in various colors and with different functions are options 

that ensure that we can produce a locker that fully meets 

your needs.

Can be linked to workforce

Suitable for flex and regular users

Various authentication options possible

Management through software in the cloud
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User-friendly lockers 
for the dressing room at 
Feadship Royal van Lent

Royal van Lent has chosen Olssen’s electronic locker 
solution for changing rooms. This allows employees to 
easily and safely store their private and work clothes. With 
our advice and the wishes of Royal van Lent, it has been 
decided that employees can open their locker by means of 
their badge. The badge also works with the access control 
and the time registration system. The lockers are set for 
both variable and fixed use. For example, some of the staff 
have a personal locker at their disposal. The flexible staff 
(shifts) are temporarily assigned to the central terminal with 
touchscreen.
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Parabool 28

3364DH, Sliedrecht

The Netherlands

(NL) +31 (0) 184 611 400

(BE) +32 (0) 78 480 593

info@olssen.nl


